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Reliability and passion for warmhearted engagement made us what we are today

One of the leading suppliers in the cruiseline industry

Contact us


























Our Vision




Hospitality is the business of fulfilling possibilities to delight people. With a broad product range, creativity, flawless processes and service dedication MAVEKO tailors your hotel, restaurant, bar and many more outlets from planning to execution. We serve cruiseline companies and hotels all over the world.

MAVEKO offers a 'one stop to shop' meaning that you get all products needed for your hospitality project. A tailormade concept that mirrors the latest trend relevant for your brand and your guests' need.








Years in the cruise industry







New builds in recent years















Our Products

From a single item to a complete delivery MAVEKO offers you products from high quality and renowned manufactures as well as individually designed ones.
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Dinner- & Tableware


Latest trends or timeless classics guarantee exciting restaurant experiences.
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Glassware


We offer a variety of shapes, styles and colors that add the perfect finishing touch to your table settings.
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Cutlery & Serviceware


Stylish and functional - we bring elegance to your tables for unforgettable experiences.
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Kitchenware


From pots and pans to kitchen accessories - with us you have the kitchen under control.
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Textiles


Quality meets inspiration - set standards with our towels, bed linen, tablecloths.
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Housekeeping & Logistic


From luggage trolleys to forklift trucks - you will find everything for your warehouse with us.
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Accessories


Stylish decorative items with a touch of magic - our detailed accessories round off your concept.
				







We understand your unique requirements


In addition to complete product sets our design team is specialised in developing individual items.
				

Individual Request 






















Our Collections

Discover the latest creations range from a classic to a modern style in a multitude of colors, materials and shapes.




	Tableware
	Glassware
	Cutlery
	Textile
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DOREA Collection

Meet our DOREA collection.


The material design in this collection pays tribute to the invisible heroes of our seas: the Algae - the lungs of our oceans.

Order Now
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CECILIA Platin Collection

Elegant Purism


Less is more with the CECILIA Platin Collection decorated with a fine platinum rim. Set your table in a minimalistic but classy style.

Order Now
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CORALLO BLUE

Dive Deep into Corallo Blue


Corals are as vital to our oceans as our hearts are to our bodies. Our CORALLO BLUE collection offers you the perfect presentation – leaving your customers with the perfect impression.

Order Now
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CECILIA Marble Collection

Elegance redefined


When a touch of marble meets precious metal: the ornaments carefully crafted with real gold are making this collection something very special. A real eye-catcher for every occasion.

Order Now
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VERONA Collection

Explore Verona’s unique charm


Inspired by one of the most picturesque towns in Northern Italy, where Shakespeare created the world’s greatest love story: Romeo & Juliet. Our designs honor Verona’s unique charm, where antiquity and modernity beautifully blend to an almost irresistible experience.

Order Now
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Holloware

Mirror Finish Tea Serving Experience


The elegant shape offers a perfect
presentation of your tea. Leave a perfect impression.

Order Now
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TEPPANYAKI

Japanese Tableware in contemporary shapes


From classic white to rich black, this monochromatic collection with its versatile sizes and sleek design coordinates with the rest of our Teppanyaki collection for a modern aesthetic.

Order Now
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Glassware

Contemporary design meets traditional craft


Subtly stand out with our glass collection showcasing simple beauty, elegance and durability all at the same time. They will surely enhance any table setting.

Order Now
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Cutlery

Refined and functional


From traditional cutlery to pure geometry, find a wide selection of high quality stainless steel giving the cutlery greater hardness and resistance. Available in exceptional colours and shades from Matte Black to glamorous Copper, Gold or Champagne.

Order Now
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LAMOUR

We've got you covered


Wrap yourself up in the plush comfort of our signature cotton towels, bathrobes, slippers and bed linens. They feel as luxurious as they look.

Order Now


























 

 




Discover Our Brands.

Together we achieve our common goal – providing the best customer experience and meet the highest quality standards.
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For more brands get in touch and we can provide our entire catalogue on the same day.

Contact us







Your partner from the initial order to the final delivery of the project.

MAVEKO provides services that cover the entire customer life cycle to support your business.
Innovative services from design to delivery, optimized business integration and customer specific supply chain solutions









Design and Creativity












Our experienced design team supports you from ideation via development of sample products to finished articles - with passion, creativity and an eye for the smallest details.
					Contact us for more infos
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MAVEKO Service












Excellent service is the key to great hospitality 
As an all around partner, we serve to elevate the experience for both you and your guests - worldwide.
We take the project to the finish line and often make the impossible to the possible. 
Try out our product and sample service.
					Contact us for more infos
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Digitise Your Supply Management












System integration for order management
In our practical web interface, you can see at any time which items you have ordered from us and when for which ship - with detailed descriptions and pictures of the products. 
Order new goods completely digitally with just a few clicks, without typing or phoning.
					Contact us for more infos
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Intelligent Resource Planning












AI and intelligent planning 
Even in challenging times! - with MAVEKO delivery problems are history. We always deliver the products you need at the right moment. Our warehouse uses AI and intelligent planning to forecast and calculate your requirements in advance and ensure sufficient stock quantities. So we know what you need even before you need it and when to deliver it to you – anywhere in the world.
					Contact us for more infos
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Resupply












Our promise 
At MAVEKO, we promise: Once you have placed your order, we’ll maintain enough stock in our warehouse to resupply you quickly for as long as you need it. That is our promise to you. 
Our fast and reliable delivery saves you time and effort so that you can focus more on creating unforgettable experiences for your guests.
					Contact us for more infos
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Worldwide Logistics












Logistics for cruise ships is all about precision 
We ensure that your goods are ready on time when your ship docks. We know how challenging it is to work with tight berthing schedules and small spaces. That’s why we deliver your goods packed ready for use, by truck, ship or air freight. Worldwide logistics – serving you on time, wherever you are.
					Contact us for more infos
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Expertise












We understand the unique requirements of the hotel and restaurant industry. 
Products must have a combination of practicality, design and quality whilst their durability ensures a long life and value. In addition to complete product sets our design team is specialised in developing bespoke items.
					Contact us for more infos
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Get to know us better.

Reliability and passion for warmhearted engagement 
has made us to what we are today.















Our Management Team
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Cecilia Pintgen

Chief Executive Officer


C.Pintgen@MAVEKO.com
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Niels Krallmann

Chief Operating Officer


N.Krallmann@MAVEKO.com
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Thao Tran

VP of Sales


T.Tran@MAVEKO.com
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Ralf Andersen

Chief Sales Officer


R.Andersen@MAVEKO.com
				



















We have one mission: 
Succeeding together



















Project: Holland America Line


With more than 425 ports from Australia to Alaska, Holland America Line takes travelers to all continents of the world. 
And MAVEKO is on board to fulfill the needs of every guest. We supply elegant, individually crafted items, from tableware to bed linen, that make each cruise a magical and unique experience.
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Project: Oceania Cruises


Oceania Cruises offers guests inspiring tours to the most remote corners of the earth. 
The Florida-based company relies on MAVEKO for equipment and items for restaurants and cabins, including resupply. We deliver the required products on schedule to any place on earth, no matter how far-flung.
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Project: Hurtigruten


Exploring the fjords on a Norwegian mail boat cruise: Hurtigruten offers magnificent experiences even for the most adventurous travelers. 
MAVEKO brings a vision of Nordic elegance to life on board of the various ships of the renowned cruise line with custom-designed products for restaurants and cabins.
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Project: Le Ponant


Luxury cruises “à la française”: Le Ponant sets new standards not only with its ships, but also with the outstanding amenities on its sailing and cruising yachts. 
MAVEKO creates original concepts for the French cruise operator and supplies its restaurants and cabins.
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Project: NCL
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Project: RCCL
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Project: Celebrity
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Project: Viking
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Project: Viking
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Project: Silversea
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Project: Regent
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Project: Scenic
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Project: Seabourn
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Project: MSC
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Project: Windstar
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Project: Azamara
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Project: Ritz Carlton
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Project: Residensea
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Do you have questions? Contact us.


+49(0)40 98256170

info@maveko.com















Mandatory field First Name *






Mandatory field Name*






Mandatory field Company *






Mandatory field E-Mail*






Phone           





Mandatory field Message*

 




Please calculate 1 plus 6.


Do not fill in this field







Note on data protection: We make every effort to provide excellent service to all of our customers and visitors to our website. This also includes the protection of your data. Further information on the collection and processing of personal data can be found in our data protection declaration.



Contact us


















Our Locations

We are here for you worldwide.
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Germany Headquarter


Brandshofer Deich 116
20539 Hamburg
Germany
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USA


111 NE 1st St
8th Floor Suite #88322
Miami, Florida 33132
United States
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Spain


World Trade Center
Barcelona
Moll de Barcelona, s/n
08039 Barcelona, Spain
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United Arab Emirates


Jumeirah Living
Marina Gate
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
				























Contact Us

info@maveko.com

WhatsApp

+49(0)40 98256170



Follow Us

LinkedIn



About

Imprint
Data protection
GTC Purchase GTC Sale
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